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About This Game

Interplay's classic Solitaire is back with more content than ever before!

Games
Interplay Solitaire Deluxe contains 26 different games of Solitaire, including: Calculation, Forty Thieves, Four Corners, Golf,
Klondike, La Nivernaise, Pyramid, Scorpion, Spider, Three Shuffles and a Draw, and Upside-Down Pyramid, and many more!

Tours
Play five different tournament modes including Single Deck, Challenge, and Quick & Easy to test your skills and beat your

previous high scores!

Challenges
Complete themed Challenges to take your skills to the next level!
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I was excited about playing this. I played the original Homeworld and HW:Cataclysm in particular to death. Boy, was I
disappointed.

From the very start I could tell that this game tried to be like Homeworld, yet clearly lacked the ability to come even close to
reaching that level. If anything, I would say that this entire game feels... flat. The story rings hollow due to its lacking execution,
the shipdesigns are dull, the weapon's fire sounds flat and the few missions I played are little more than “Objective here.
Enemies appear from nowhere. Destroy them. More enemies appear from nowhere. Destroy them. Repeat until objective
complete.”
Now this wouldn't even be so terrible if anything interesting was seen in story, visuals or sounds. But there isn't so I'm just
bored.

Yet what really killed it for me was the controls making this game the first one ever I had refunded. They're just clunky. Even
the similar controls in Homeworld—which had its problems—are superior to what's provided here. Everything about this game
screams that the developers wanted to make another Homeworld only to fall short on every account that matters for a game like
this.

If you want to play a game like this get the Homeworld Remastered collection. Or even better, if you don't mind turn of the
century graphics, HW: Cataclysm. Nomad Fleet is a poor substitute at best.. You sure don't pay much for this game. But then
again, nor do you get much of a game. The very number of things you can do, quickly becomes an clean-rinse-repeat cycle, that
you will have to do for quite some time to get ready for "the boss fights".. Actually pretty scary at times. Doesn't really make
much sense and controller support\/item usage needs work, but it's a cool indie horror weird as hell game.. Basically what the
store page says. Nice little point and click, and humorous to boot. If you love the traditional-style point and click adventures,
play this today!. Picked up a turtle and returned it safley to water
8/10 would rescue animals again
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This Game Says it's multiplayer ... it has no menu !. Play it, only when you are isolated, bored and there is not any other
possibility how to spend time plus price is less than 0.49 Eur.. I think it was a good game at first, but I eventually lost interest. I
rate it 6/10. what the what game did i play????????. This game is a truly gem of my collection.
But let me start at the beginning:
My first impression were like everyones what the hell is this. I didn´t know what to do, I didn´t know what happen.
I were nearly at the point to abonded this session and play another game. Glady I kept up playing. Why you could ask.
Because this game catched me with is soundtrack and graphics. And that the point i like this game. The use of pixelgraphic ist
absolutly well done. But with the awesome soundtrack i completly mentaly drive away.

Well but sadly that there are bad things about the game you should know and be prepared for.
Starting of with the minimal Gameplay, nonexistence instrucutions and time wasting level design.
You will find yourself often wander around without knowing what to do and searching the map is terrible long. Well as i like the
detailed world and animations. Running from left to right and from up to down the fourth time at the half of the first riddle is
no fun.

The second thing i dislike are the fights. There weren´t hard and there weren´t complexe. The are reapeading all over again. You
will fight the three enemys again and again and again with almost exact attack pattern.

So i do love this game. It hooked me on a feeling to just listen and watch the world. But it is never hard nor clever designed. Its
just pur art and not a game.

You should get it in a sale or so and jsut turn off your brain(if you have ofcourse) and enjoy the atmosphere of the game.. I like
this game. However, I don't like the random crashes half the time when you return to base. From what I can gather this has been
an issue for several years and has yet to be fixed.

If the Devs ever fix this bug, I'll change my review.

. I saw one of the streamers I frequent, GrandPooBear, playing this game and about 30 seconds into the first level I had to pause
the video because I didn't want to spoil what appeared to be an azmzing game.

Splasher is like a cross between a less punishing version of Super Meat Boy combined with the gel physics of Portal 2.
The controls could be a bit tighter, but so far this is a pretty enjoyable game that I would recommend people check out.. Bad
gameplay, bad soundtrack, broken English.. DEVs should put the source code on the web so that someone else can finish it!
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